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ABSTRACT
Stamping operations are inherently batch processes and therefore are often not as readily adaptable to
pull-based manufacturing material flow techniques as other automotive production processes where
single-piece flow can be achieved. As a result, until recently Ford Motor Company's efforts to implement
synchronous material techniques in its North American plants have tended to focus on assembly lines
where there is a natural single-piece flow.
The ultimate goal of pull-based systems is to achieve single piece flow through the manufacturing process
wherever possible. While stamping and other batch processes will never economically achieve single
piece flow, pull-based lean manufacturing techniques can be applied as a vehicle to improve performance
in these facilities.
This thesis will examine the operations of the Wayne Stamping plant and analyze the opportunities for
application of lean manufacturing and the challenges to implementation. This project will review current
material flow and scheduling practices using the tools of value stream mapping to identify potential
improvements. Based on this information, and supplemental research, it will examine a pull-based
approach for material flow and recommend a future state.
This thesis will also consider the role of the Ford Production System in this process and its efforts to
spread lean manufacturing tools throughout the plants and motivate progress. The Ford Production
System uses several approaches to encourage lean manufacturing techniques and these include metrics,
coaching, education and assessment. The thesis will also touch on the FPS implementation approach and
specifically its role in Wayne's change process.
Thesis Advisors:
Professor David S Cochran
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Professor Charlie Fine
Sloan School of Management
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW
1.1 Introduction
This thesis is based on the work and research that was conducted at the Ford Motor Company in the
Wayne Integral Stamping & Assembly Plant as part of an internship project for the Leaders For
Manufacturing Program. The internship was sponsored by the Ford Production System (FPS) Group,
which is responsible for implementing lean manufacturing within the Ford Motor Company.
This thesis will examine the operations of the Wayne Stamping plant and analyze the opportunities for
application of lean manufacturing and the challenges to implementation. This project will review current
material flow and scheduling practices using the tools of Value Stream Mapping and Manufacturing
System Design Decomposition to identify potential improvements. Based on this information, and
supplemental research, it will examine a pull-based approach for material flow and recommend a future
state for operations.
This thesis will also consider the role of the Ford Production System in this process and its efforts to
spread lean manufacturing tools throughout the plants and motivate progress. The Ford Production
System uses several approaches to encourage lean manufacturing techniques and these include metrics,
coaching, education and assessment. The thesis will also touch on the FPS implementation approach and
specifically its role in Wayne's change process.
1.2 Motivation
Stamping operations are inherently batch processes and therefore not as readily adaptable to lean
manufacturing material flow techniques as other automotive production processes where single-piece
flow can be achieved. As a result, until recently Ford Motor Company's efforts to implement
synchronous material techniques in its North American plants have tended to focus on assembly lines
where there is a natural single-piece flow. While stamping and other batch processes will never
economically achieve single piece flow, batch size reduction and pull-based lean manufacturing
techniques can be applied as a vehicle to improve performance in these facilities.
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This thesis examines the operations of one stamping plant in particular and analyzes the opportunities for
application of lean manufacturing and the challenges to implementation. It will also consider the role of
other factors such as culture and environment and their affect on the efforts to spread lean manufacturing
tools throughout this plant and others within Ford Motor Company.
1.3 Background
The Ford Production System is an initiative of the Ford Motor Company that aims to implement the tools
of lean manufacturing throughout its assembly and manufacturing plants. One element of this lean
manufacturing system is Synchronous Material Flow or SMF. SMF uses the concept of pull-based
material flow to attack both internal and external logistics, reducing inventory and waste wherever
possible. Pull-systems, such as Toyota's kanban approach authorize production as inventory is
consumed. This is in contrast to traditional push based systems, such as MRP, that schedule production
based on a forecast of demand. [Hopp & Spearman, 2001]
The Wayne Integral Stamping & Assembly Plant offers a unique opportunity to implement lean
manufacturing techniques and material flow within a stamping operation. Since Wayne's stamping, body
shop and assembly operations are all located in the same plant, many of the normal issues of logistics are
greatly reduced. Since the parts do not need to travel great distances between operations, large inventory
buffers are not needed and pull-based kanban processes can more easily be implemented since lead time
variation is reduced.
Currently, the stamping operations at Wayne control production using a more traditional scheduling
process that plans the day's production, for each of its press lines, based upon the forecasted schedule of
its customer. Because of the close proximity between stamping and subsequent operations, Wayne has
been able to avoid many of the problems of overproduction that are typical in stamping operations. While
it has reduced inventory levels, Wayne has not yet leveraged the opportunity to implement true pull-based
material flow between stamping and its customers and reduce the scheduling complexities and corrections
that currently exist. Wayne's efforts to reduce inventory before implementing other lean manufacturing
principles also raises questions about the implementation of manufacturing systems and the order of
implementation. What approach creates success and what impacts has Wayne's implementation process
had on operations.
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1.4 Readers Guide To Chapters & Thesis
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the thesis and an understanding of the scope and reason for thesis.
It also provides relevant background to the thesis.
Chapter 2 provides background on the setting for the thesis and important issues affecting it. It provides
an insight into the Ford Motor Company and the competitive environment is faces today. It also
describes the Ford Production System in its current form and gives an overview to the Wayne production
facility where the thesis work took place.
Chapter 3 describes the Wayne Stamping facility operations and current management practices. It
provides an overview of the basic material flow and the stamping process involved.
Chapter 4 presents the concept of Value Stream Mapping and how it is applied. It describes how the
Value Stream Mapping Process was used at Wayne and details the operations of the facility through
description and data. It also highlights some of the key issues with current operations.
Chapter 5 investigates the topic of lean implementation and compares it with the FPS approach. It also
describes the current status of Wayne's implementation using the Decomposition Analysis for
manufacturing systems.
Chapter 6 describes a proposed pull-system and how it might be implemented within the Wayne
stamping operations. It will also examine some of the implementation challenges facing this approach.
Chapter 7 examines the findings in light of managerial issues such as metrics and their use in creating
organization change and motivation. It summarizes the conclusions of this thesis.
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SECTION 2: PROJECT SETTING AND BACKGROUND
While the main emphasis of this thesis is on the manufacturing analysis that was conducted at the Wayne
Integral Stamping & Assembly Plant, it is crucial to understand the context and setting where this work
was done. To do this it is also necessary to understand the company and major issues that have
influenced the current environment. For this project, the two most relevant influences are the culture and
environment of the Ford Motor Company and the implementation of the Ford Production System. The
following chapter gives a description of the Ford Motor Company today, explains the Ford Production
System and gives an overview of the Wayne Plant as a whole.
2.1 Ford Motor Company Overview
Henry Ford founded the Ford Motor Company in 1903. Today, 98 years later, the Ford Motor Company
is the second largest automotive manufacturer in terms of sales revenue and the largest manufacturer of
trucks in terms of volume. Ford has operations in 40 countries, operates 114 plants worldwide and
employs approximately 248,000 employees in manufacturing operations. Ford recently spun off its
component manufacturing operations including 83 plants and 74,200 employees under the name Visteon.
[Ford Motor Company, 1999 Annual Report]
In addition, Ford has diversified into other businesses related to the automotive industry. Ford Credit is
now a key component of Ford's strategy, providing financing and leasing to a variety of customers to
support Ford's automotive sales. Ford has also moved into several areas of the automotive services
industry. An example of this is the acquisition of Hertz rental car in 1987. [Ford Motor Company, 1999
Annual Report]
2.1.1 Ford Motor Company Culture
For a company as large and old as the Ford Motor Company, there is an overwhelming sense of the
company's history and legacy within the auto industry. Employees are extremely knowledgeable about
the company's history and there is strong sense of heritage among employees. Many in the company
have had parents or other family members work at Ford.
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Undoubtedly, the sense of heritage is also due in part to the Ford family's active role in the company
throughout its history and still today. 109 Ford family members still hold preferred Ford Motor Company
stock [Ford Annual Report, 1999] and William Ford Jr. is currently the Chairman of the Board of the
company. Additionally, many other family members are actively working in the company today.
2.1.2 Competitive Environment
The competitive landscape of the auto industry has changed dramatically in the past decade. There has
been a wave consolidation, through both mergers and acquisitions, in an effort to further reduce costs
through even greater economies of scale. To reduce the costs of component manufacture and generate
capital, both GM and Ford spun off their component manufacturing businesses as Delphi and Visteon,
respectively.
Ford has responded to this consolidation by the strategic acquisition of smaller manufacturers that meet
key criteria. These auto-manufacturers have strong customer loyalty and strong brand identity but may
have other operational problems in areas that Ford can apply its strengths to create value. Recent
acquisitions of this type include Volvo, Jaguar, and Land Rover.
Additionally, Ford has been under pressure from shareholders to improve operational performance in
several areas. While Ford has been very successful in North America, it has struggled achieve
profitability in other regions such as Europe, Asia, and South America, losing $226 Million in South
America alone in 1998. [Sorge, 1999] North American sales accounted for 66% of Ford cars and trucks
sold in 1999 but 73% of the revenues and certainly an even higher proportion of the profits. [Ford Annual
Report, 1999] Additionally, within the North American market, Ford is recognized as the leader in trucks
and sports-utility vehicles but has had tremendous difficulty achieving financial success within its car
lines. "The bulk of the profits, some experts estimate as much as 60%, come from trucks." [Sorge,
1999] This leaves Ford tremendously vulnerable to an economic downturn or a change such as rising fuel
prices. Additionally, the high profits in this market have attracted more competitors in recent years.
Some, such as Toyota, have rolled out entire product families in this category. As a result there is
tremendous pressure within Ford to reduce production costs and improve financial performance among
both cars and trucks.
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2.2 Ford Production System Overview
The original Ford Production System, invented by Henry Ford, revolutionized not only automobile
manufacturing, but manufacturing of all kinds. By demonstrating part interchangeability and
implementing the moving assembly line, he was able to take advantage of the division of labor and create
economies of scale. [Womack et al 1990] For the first time it was dramatically cheaper to mass-produce
manufactured goods. Ford's concept became the foundation on which lean manufacturing was built.
In the 1950's and 1960's, the Toyota Motor Company took Ford's mass production techniques and
adapted them to the issues facing the Japanese market and competitive environment. That market
demanded more varieties of automobiles in lower volumes to satisfy the needs of the rebuilding economy.
To make matters worse, capital was in short supply and labor was strongly regulated by the government.
[Womack et al 1990]
The manufacturing system that evolved is commonly known as the Toyota Production System and was
described in detail in The Machine That Changed The World. (Womack et al, 1990) Its focus on defect
elimination through continuous improvement techniques such Statistical Process Control (SPC) gained
Toyota a reputation for quality products that is unmatched today and permanently altered consumers
expectations of the automobiles and products they buy. Additionally, Toyota's focus on inventory
management and cost reduction made them the first company to achieve quality and low cost. This
breakthrough has made them a formidable competitor. When rising fuel prices in the United States
shifted the market demand, Toyota and other Japanese manufacturers were poised to take advantage, and
the result was a dramatic reduction in market share for the U.S auto-manufacturers by the early 1990's.
In 1995 in an effort to face increasing competition, the Ford Motor Company unveiled a program called
Ford 2000, which created a series of initiatives to reengineer Ford's key business processes. One of these
initiatives, named Ford Production System, was created to develop a lean manufacturing system, modeled
after the Toyota Production System, with a common set of tools and measures that Ford could use to
implement and manage the process throughout its plants worldwide. [Kowalski, 1995] It's not unfair to
say that many within Ford also wanted to recapture what they believed to be their heritage as the rightful
heirs to Henry Ford's original production system.
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2.2.1 FPS Approach & Execution
FPS was originally designed with a 5-phase implementation process. The five phases being Operation
Stability, Continuous Flow, Synchronous Production, Pull System, and Level Production. The concept
was to build a stable process foundation to build on by implanting tools such as six-sigma, 5S and
preventative maintenance. This would allow plants a good understanding of the variation within their
processes and hopefully reduce variation levels before they began implementing other lean manufacturing
tools and redesigned the flow of their production lines.
In reality, many of the plants have embarked on various pieces of these phases at the same time. Others
have begun first with material flow because it creates immediate and visible results that will hopefully
spur employees on to further improvement efforts and allow workers to understand their impacts on the
production line. Additionally, the Ford Production System has grown beyond the boundaries of lean
manufacturing to address all aspects of the manufacturing work environment. The elements of FPS now
include:
* Work Groups 0 In-Station Process Control/Quality
* Health & Safety 0 Industrial Materials
* Ford Total Productive Maintenance 0 Managing
* Manufacturing Engineering 0 Training
* Environmental 0 Quality
* Synchronous Material Flow
The responsibility for the FPS process and its implementation lies with the FPS Group. The FPS group is
a central group, composed of coaches, auditors and instructors, focused on supporting and stimulating the
improvement efforts in Ford's plants. Their strategy for implementation is relatively straight forward:
provide training to plant managers and workers on the Ford Production System, support the plants with
coaches and subject matter experts, and finally assess and evaluate progress through annual audits of the
plants.
The training program is designed to kick-off implementation of FPS at a plant with training for the plant
leadership team and then provides classes for hourly and salaried FPS focals on the various tools and
levels of the implementation process. Most of the actual class instruction is out-sourced to a training
company and this instruction is supported by talks from FPS and Operations Leadership during the
courses.
Coaching is concentrated in the area of Synchronous Material Flow, although there are coaches in the
other areas of FPS. Each coach is typically assigned to one or two plants and they spend their time
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divided between those plants. Their role is to support the identified FPS Focals in the plant, coach, and
share best practices. The coaches are typically managers and their main role is working with plant
management to create change.
Auditors perform assessments of each of its plants on an annual basis against the FPS elements. Each
assessment results in a score, and level for each FPS element and an overall score and level for the plant
as a whole. The real goal of these assessments is to encourage the plant management to focus on
continuous improvement year to year. It also provides upper management a view of the progress each
plant and plant manager is making.
The criteria for the assessment is very well documented, and includes not only the questions and criteria
for scoring but examples of the types of systems, documents, actions etc. that the FPS group would like to
see in the production system. Typically, each plant has done a self-assessment prior to the FPS group
arriving and this is reviewed, as are plant procedures, and the plant operations themselves. A typical
assessment lasts one week and results in not only a scoring of the plant, but also recognition of
accomplishments and the identification of opportunities and areas for improvement. There are auditors
representing each of the FPS elements, and UAW representatives are also members of the assessment
team and FPS group.
2.2.2 FPS Measurables
A key component of the Ford Production System is the metrics used to track performance. These are
known as the FPS measurables. The measurables are intended as a tool to measure the performance of
the manufacturing plants in their efforts to implement the Ford Production System and improve
operations. Ford wanted metrics that were quantitative and emphasized physical rather then financial
measures. [Kowalski 1996] Since FPS is being implemented worldwide, and it was also important that
these metrics were clearly defined and would allow comparison of performance among all of Ford's
plants. There are now seven FPS measurables which are described below [FPS, Guidebook for Effective
Measurables Overview 1999].
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) - OEE is a measure of the availability, performance efficiency,
and quality performance of a given piece of equipment.
First-Time-Through (FIT) - FTT is the percentage of units that a complete a manufacturing process the
first time without being repaired, retested, scrapped or returned.
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Build To Schedule (BTS) - BTS is a measure of the percentage of products that are scheduled that are
produced in a given day in the correct sequence.
Dock-To-Dock (DTD) - DTD is the time between the arrival of raw materials and the release of finished
goods for shipment for a specific control part.
Total Cost - Total cost is the total cost per unit of material, labor, freight, inventory, overhead and other
plant costs.
Safety and Health Assessment Review Process (SHARP) - SHARP is an evaluation of the safety and
health issues and practices at a plant.
Attitude Surveys - various surveys conducted to assess employee opinion on various issues.
2.3 Wayne Assembly & Stamping Background
The Wayne Assembly & Stamping Operations are located in Wayne, Michigan approximately 10 miles
west of Dearborn where the Ford Motor Company is headquartered. The plant opened in 1952 and
currently covers approximately 3.5 million square feet and employs approximately 4100 employees. Of
these roughly 360 are management or salaried and the rest are hourly UAW employees. [Plant Guide,
Blue Oval News 9/21/00]
Figure 2-1 2001 Ford Focus
The Wayne Stamping & Assembly Plant is the U.S. producer of the Ford Focus, pictured above, which it
produces in both sedan and station wagon versions. Wayne transitioned from production of the Ford
Escort to the Ford Focus during 1999, producing approximately 244,000 total units in 1999. The Ford
1. For an excellent overview of the design of the FPS Measurables and some of the potential issues associated with them reference Joseph 19
Kowalski's Thesis, "An Evaluation of the Design of Manufacturing Measurables for the Ford Production System," 1996.
Focus is also manufactured in Hermosillo, Sonora (Mexico); Valencia, Spain; Plonsk, Poland; and
Saarlouis, Germany. The Ford Focus won the American, Canadian and European awards for Car of the
Year in 1999. The demand in North America resulted in an increase of production at Wayne to its current
target of 74 cars per hour.
2.3.1 Plant Description
Physically, the Wayne Plant is divided into two separate buildings. The south building contains the
Stamping Area and South Body Area. The north building contains the North Body Area, Paint Shop and
Final Assembly and Trim Lines.
The South Body Area is responsible for the assembly of the majority of the Focus body structure, while
the North Body Area completes the body with such parts as decks and doors. Car bodies are shuttled by
conveyor between the South and North Body Areas through an elevated, enclosed tunnel which bridges
railroad tracks.
2.3.2 Cultural Issues
The Wayne plant is divided into two distinct cultures. There are two different local UAW contracts in
place within Wayne. Wayne Assembly, which contains Wayne's trim lines and paint shop, falls under a
traditional union contract. Wayne Integral Stamping & Assembly, which contains Wayne's Stamping
Area and Body Shops, on the other hand, are covered by a 'modern' UAW agreement that allows for such
activities as job rotation. An example of this is that the Body Shop area is divided into distinct work
teams that rotate jobs during the day, including a rotation operating a forklift delivering material to the
production line. Ironically, because of the physical plant layout, and the division of the body shops
between the north and south buildings, there are actually two different union contracts operating within
the same building. These two areas within the north building are under different union leadership and
operate as distinct entities in many ways.
Wayne has a strong union culture. An example of the strong union environment is that the UAW bans all
foreign vehicles from parking in the general parking lots at Wayne. While this ban is more directed at
Ford Motor Company competition, this ban includes vehicles manufactured by companies such as Mazda
and Volvo, which although foreign brands are owned and operated by the Ford Motor Company.
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SECTION 3: WAYNE STAMPING DESCRIPTION & ANALYSIS
The intent of this chapter is to describe the operations at the Wayne Stamping Plant and give the reader a
picture of the environment. This chapter will provide an overview of the basic manufacturing processes
and describe the facilities and flow of materials and information that support that process. It will also
describe the elements of the work environment that are relevant to the operations and atmosphere within
the plant.
3.1 Stamping Operations
The Wayne Stamping Area employs approximately 270 people that include hourly production,
maintenance and material handling jobs, as well as salaried support and management. At the time of this
research Wayne Stamping produced approximately 48 different stamped-steel parts that totaled a
scheduled demand of approximately 37,000 individual piece parts per day. These parts are produced on
four stamping lines that are supported by one blanker.
3.1.1 Stamping Customers:
Wayne Stamping has three primary customers that it supplies parts to. The major customer of their
production is the Wayne Body production area. Stamping provides parts to both the north and south body
shops and accounts for the majority of the Focus body structure produced at Wayne. This includes both
sedan and station wagon parts.
Eleven of these parts are also produced in quantities to support production of the Focus at Hermosillo,
Mexico. Hermosillo's projected needs are added to the daily production requirements for Focus parts
from Wayne Integral Stamping & Assembly. Most of these parts, such as hood inners and outers, are
supplied to the Body Areas for assembly prior to shipment to Mexico, but a few parts are delivered
directly from Stamping. Parts for Hermosillo are normally delivered by truck.
Additionally, Wayne Stamping also provides door inner and outer parts to the Ford Michigan Truck Plant
for use on the Ford Expedition and Lincoln Navigator. The Michigan Truck Plant is located next to the
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Figure 3-1 Wayne Stamping Customer Description
Wayne Integral Stamping & Assembly Plant, within the same Ford compound, providing short delivery
times and routes.
As seen in Figure 3-1, the majority of Stamping production is provided to customers either within the
same production facility or within the same compound. This close proximity to customers greatly reduces
lead-time variation and logistic issues.
3.1.2 Suppliers to the Stamping Operations
There are very few suppliers for the stamping operation. A single distributor, who is located within a few
miles of the Wayne plant, supplies steel coils. Logistically, this again provides the plant with several
advantages. Coils are usually delivered three times per day, but can be provided more often if necessary.
This allows stamping to hold only slightly more inventories then is required for the upcoming shift.
Typically one order is placed for the day's deliveries and updated as needed during the day. This
provides additional flexibility.
There are also several local manufacturers who provide pre-cut blanks. This compensates for the lack of
blanking capacity required by providing outsourced blanks for several of the part numbers.
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3.2 Stamping Operations
3.2.1 Manufacturing Process
The manufacturing process in a stamping plant is relatively simple and consists of two basic
manufacturing processes blanking and stamping. Both of these processes use a press and sets of dies to
either cut or shape the raw steel. This process is depicted below in Figure 3-2.
In most cases, flat steel is purchased and delivered in large rolls of various widths or lengths depending
on the parts being manufactured and the blanking equipment being used. Additionally, the types of steel
will be tailored to the needs of the individual parts. These rolls are fed into a blanker, which cuts and
stacks flat patterns from the steel. The shape of the flat pattern is designed for the given part to be
stamped.
Stacks of these blanks are then transported to the stamping lines and fed into the presses. Once inside the
press the flat pattern is squeezed or 'hit' between a matched set of dies to change its shape to match the
interior of the die. Depending on the type of press and part shape, the part may achieve its final shape in
different ways. The part may need to be transferred through a series of dies, slightly changing
configuration with each hit until the final design is achieved, or simpler parts may need only a single hit
to achieve final configuration.
Figure 3-2 Basic Manufacturing Process
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Both blanking and stamping are fast cycle-time processes. This means that once the process is running
for a given part, it takes very little time to complete the manufacturing operation. In other words, once
the blanker is running it will cut another flat pattern every few seconds. Similarly, the stamping lines will
produce a part approximately every 4-7 seconds depending on the part.
Traditionally, fast cycle time processes have been run in very large batches that maximize the amount of
time the equipment was actually producing parts. Since the time to changeover dies for different parts
was very long, switching production to another part meant the equipment was not being used for
significant periods of time. It was considered common sense to reduce setup costs by running the biggest
lot size possible. [Monden, 1998]
3.2.2 Facilities Layout and Basic Operations
Figure 3-3 shows a basic schematic of the Wayne Stamping & Assembly building and operations. As
described earlier, the South Building contains the stamping operations and south-body production area.
Also two warehouses are attached to this building. The bulk of this warehouse space is used to store
either finished stamped parts that will be used in the south body production lines or empty racks for these
same parts.
Figure 3-4 shows a detailed layout of the stamping operations in the south building and provides a
simplified view of material flow to support the operations. The stamping operations are fairly self-
contained and there are two pairs of press lines with equipment and dies stored directly in front of the
appropriate press loading area. General maintenance as well as die maintenance is also located directly in
the area.
Steel coils arrive from the supplier several times each day by truck. As seen in Figure 3-4, coils would be
unloaded and stored directly in front of the blanker. Movement of the blanks is performed by overhead
crane. Coils are processed into blanks, stored on pallets and moved into the Murata ASRS (Automated
Storage & Retrieval System) for storage until needed. Additional blanks are delivered from outside
suppliers to meet the current production requirements that the one blanker is not capable of meeting.
These blanks are typically not placed into the Murata system. Instead they are unloaded and stored in
their own inventory area from which they would be taken directly to the press lines.
Blanks are typically transported and loaded onto the appropriate press lines via AGV (Automated self-
Guided Vehicles), but are also transported by forklift. Press jobs are processed according to a daily
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schedule that is described in the following chapter. Stamped parts are loaded in racks and transported by
forklift to one of four major inventory holding areas or directly to the line if necessary. There is a large
holding area near the end of the press lines, which is show in Figure 3-4. There are also two warehouses
for inventory depicted in Figure 3-3. The fourth holding area is located in the North Body production
area that is also shown in Figure 3-3. Parts for North Body are transported by convey from stamping in
the south building to the north building and placed in inventory by fork-lift. The conveyor loading area is
depicted in Figure 3-4.
Parts are removed from inventory and transported by forklift or carts and delivered to the appropriate line
side location of the body production lines. Delivery is controlled by the production teams and performed
by operators who rotate through a material handling position for a portion of their day. Parts intended for
delivery to Mexico or the Michigan Truck Plant are gathered by Material Planning and Logistics (MP&L)
personnel and loaded on trucks for delivery as scheduled.
3.3 Manufacturing Environment
The manufacturing environment at the Wayne stamping facilities is not what the average person might
expect from such a facility if they had not been to one. The stamping area of the plant is a high-bay
section with high ceilings of approximately 60-ft. Despite the large stamping lines and supporting
equipment, the area is very open, well lit and fairly clean. While there is noise from the operating
stamping presses, it is not overwhelming. Operators where hearing protection to prevent long-term
hearing damage.
Employees in the stamping area tend to be middle-aged and very experienced. Most have been at this
stamping facility since it opened approximately twelve years ago and have been employed by Ford for
much longer. The management in this area also fits this same profile. They are experienced and
knowledgeable about stamping operations and the stamping business. To put is simply, stamping is their
career.
The stamping area is typically scheduled to operate on a 6.5 day / 24 hour schedule with 3 shifts. This
means that the presses would be operating 24 hours a day for 6.5 days of the week other then
changeovers. This would leave a half-day of time open for maintenance or necessary additional
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production. Operators work in three shifts of 8 hours each and work overtime to cover the additional 1.5
or production scheduled for the weekends.
In reality, production is often going 7 days per week, 24 hours a day to keep up with the demand of the
assembly line which is normally operating two 10 hours shifts 5 days per week. The pressure to keep up
with the line is constant and maintenance is only performed when a stamping line has gotten ahead of the
production demand, or when equipment is already down because of process or equipment issues.
Overtime is taken for granted and occurs almost daily for the operators. In addition to the weekend shifts,
overtime is necessary during the week to cover absences or help with equipment issues. Since there are
very few salaried and management employees supporting the constant operations, long hours and working
weekends are also considered the norm for them. At the time of this research, in July 2000, it was not
unusual to find salaried workers who had worked every weekend of the year to that time.
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SECTION 4: VALUE STREAM MAPPING AND CURRENT STATE ANALYSIS
The intent of this chapter is to fully describe all aspects of the current operations at the Wayne Stamping
Plant. This will be done through qualitative descriptions of the processes and decision making,
quantitative data presentation, and analysis of the current operating methods. The bulk of the data used in
this chapter was collected during August and September of 2000 at the Wayne Stamping facility.
Additional work and data collection was done between October and December, and some of this material
is included as well.
This chapter will describe the value stream mapping process that was used to analyze operations and
discuss the value stream map for Wayne Stamping. It will present the data collected, describe
management processes and discuss the key findings.
4.1 Value Stream Mapping
The Value Stream Mapping process is a technique that was developed by Mike Rother and John Shook in
the Lean Institute and documented in their book, Learning to See, Value Stream Mapping To Create
Value and Eliminate Muda, 1998. This process provides techniques to map and document the key
elements of a manufacturing enterprise, the inter-relations of these elements, and their current operating
characteristics. This provides a framework to analyze the performance of the system, look for
opportunities and design a better manufacturing system.
There are several goals of the Value Stream process. The first is to give an enterprise view of the
manufacturing operation to managers or users of the process. Managers working everyday in
manufacturing operation often lose sight of the system they are working within and their role in that
system. Mapping the system forces them to step back and consider the entire operation from customer
back to supplier. Additionally, upper management and plant managers are forced to assess all the
processes and their impact on the value stream they manage.
Another goal is to provide tools and a framework that will allow an organized investigation of the current
system, an understanding of its flaws and a process for designing an improved system. The final goal is
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to present all this in a way that is simple, easy to explain and graphical. The Current State and Future
State Maps provide tools that achieve all these goals.
4.1.1 Value Stream Current State Mapping Process
The process of creating a Current State Value Stream Map is relatively simple and straightforward. The
users starts at the customer delivery requirements and work their way backward through the entire process
documenting the process graphically and collecting data along the way. This process results in a single
page map of the manufacturing value stream and its component processes using simple graphical
symbols.
The second step is to dive down and understand the current operations of these individual processes that
are working within the larger system. Cycle times, inventory levels, quality levels, and equipment
performance data is all collected for the processes involved. Ideally these data are collected at the time
the mapping is performed. Actual current inventories that are witnessed should be measured and
operating performance should be documented. Depending on the complexity of the processes and the
number of parts involved further information may need to be obtained or collected from other sources.
The most important part of the value stream mapping process is documenting the relationship between the
manufacturing processes and the controls used to manage these processes such as scheduling and
information systems. Unlike most process mapping techniques that often only document the basic
process flow, value stream mapping also documents the flow of material and information within the
system. Where is material being moved and stored? What triggers the movement of material from one
process to the next? What information and what types are being distributed to manage the process? All
these questions must be addressed and documented on the value stream map.
4.1.2 Process Maps for Wayne Stamping
The current state maps that were created for the Wayne stamping operations are described here as process
maps. Describing them as process maps was done on purpose. The stamping operations at Wayne
support internal customers and do not by themselves represent a value stream. If a value stream map of
the Wayne production operations were performed, stamping would be only a single process within the
value stream and would be represented graphically as a single process box with inputs and outputs. The
process maps for the stamping operations represent a second tier of mapping to detail the operations of
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these internal processes. This distinction between process map and value stream map may seem subtle
but it is important since it ensures that the greater enterprise and stamping's role within it are not lost.
There were several current state process maps created of the Wayne stamping operations. Figure 4-1,
below, shows the summary map that displays the material and information flows for all four stamping
press lines. This map was also broken down into four individual process maps, each one displaying the
material and information flows for an individual press line. These maps are shown in Appendix A. This
was done for two reasons. First the summary map is very cluttered and it is easier to see the actual
material flows by breaking them into separate maps. Secondly, the stamping operations tended to be
organized by press line with individual work teams running each press, and parts also dedicated to a press
line for production. This allowed work teams to make corrections and give feedback on the appropriate
maps and data.
Current State Process Map
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Figure 4-1 Combined Current State Process Map for All Press Lines
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As seen in the process map above, various symbols are used to identify different processes. Each triangle
represents a separate storage location for inventory. Each double-boxed rectangle represents a process or
manufacturing operation that must occur. Lines 1 through 4 are the four stamping press lines and the
blanker is also shown. Non-manufacturing processes such as receiving, production management and
shipping, are also depicted. While they do not change the product form they are elements of the current
process that must occur. Additionally customers and suppliers are depicted. Block arrows represent
material flows. Traditional push, or build to schedule, material flows are represented by striped arrows.
Pull-based flows are represented by clear block arrows. Information flows are depicted with line arrows.
Dashed lines show the flow of inventory information that is collected within the system. A solid line
arrow shows the disbursement of the daily schedule by paper throughout the organization. Finally,
electronic data transmissions are shown using a wavy arrow.
Typically manufacturing process boxes would also contain data about the operation of that process. For
example cycle-time, changeover time, overall equipment effectiveness, and quality would all be
summarized in the process boxes. This information is not displayed for two reasons. First there is again
very little room on a single chart. Secondly, it was not always useful to summarize data for a given press
line. Whenever possible, it was more useful to use data available based on individual part numbers or
jobs that were processed on a given press line. This revealed more of the process variation and insight
into actual operations. The following section details stamping operations and provides this data when
appropriate.
4.2 Current State Analysis of Stamping Operations
Value stream mapping is a tool. In this research it was used as a tool to understand the operations of the
stamping organization and identify areas for further investigation and data collection. The following
sections explain the current state of operations at Wayne Stamping and detail the process used for
decision making. It also provides metrics or data on operations wherever possible.
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4.2.1 Demand Variation
As in most manufacturing plants production planing is based on the customer's forecasted demand for the
product. Variation in the demand or in the lead-time to supply demand can create the need to buffer
production from the demand. It can also result in the 'bull-whip' effect where larger and larger variations
in inventory and production responses are transmitted up the supply chain.
Sources of demand variation for the stamping operations come from several areas. The first source of
variation arises from their customers' ability to perform to schedule, which is a forecast of actual demand.
The primary customer for the stamping area was the body shop, which had significant difficulties hitting
its scheduled hourly production targets. This resulted in overtime production Saturdays to try to hit
weekly and monthly targets and a fluctuating need for parts from stamping. Additionally, Ford's basic
scheduling system is a forecast based traditional MRP (Material Requirements Planning) system.
Because of the dependence on forecasting, MRP systems inherently induce additional variation into the
production system since the forecast can never perfectly match actual demand. [Hopp & Spearman, 2001]
As a result schedule changes or working around the schedule is common.
The second source of variation came for the need to produce additional parts above the scheduled demand
that would become service parts for dealers and repair shops. The service part requirements would come
in on an irregular cycle and would vary significantly based on orders. This demand would be coordinated
with stamping management and siphoned from existing inventories as was deemed feasible. If necessary,
additional production parts would be run to cover the extra orders.
The final source of variation was internally created and was caused by inconsistent inventory and
production policies. This management approach created variations in the inventory held and the volume
produced for a given part on a given day. The following sections on inventory and batch-size will
discuss this further and present data to illustrate this issue.
4.2.2 Scheduling
Stamping operations are controlled via a paper schedule that is produced and distributed daily throughout
the stamping organization. Each night cycle checkers collect inventory counts of the Work-In-Process
inventory or WIP. This count is meant to include completed stamped parts and blanks not only at the
designated inventory holding areas, but also along the production lines where parts are stored and fed to
the line. These data are manually combined with the customers' scheduled usage numbers for each job to
determine the amount (in days) of inventory on hand. Stamping jobs are then sorted based on the
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remaining Days-Of-Inventory and scheduled for production that day in order by days of inventory from
least to most.
Each morning the production manager receives this schedule, refines it and determines the blanking
schedule for that day. Based on the stamping schedule for the day, the current inventory of blanks, and
the coils currently in stock a separate hand-written blanking schedule is produced for the day's
production. The schedule provides the job numbers to blank and some level of quantity to produce. This
may be an actual production count or a quantity of coils to use. For example, 'blank job 201, two coils'.
Operators would then load the appropriate steel coils for that job and cut as many blanks as possible from
two full coils. Coils orders for the day are then planned and telephoned to the distributor. There are
several deliveries per day so orders may be updated for the next shifts based on the day's actual
production.
4.2.3 Batch-Size and Inventory
Production and inventory data was collected over approximately a one-month period for the blanker and
each of the press lines. These data were used to analyze batch size and inventory decisions and
consistency. The data was examined in a variety of ways. Batch sizes were examined by job (part
number) both in terms of piece count produced and then normalized by days of inventory produced.
Inventory data was examined at the equipment level, as well as by job. Again it was initially examined in
terms of piece count production and then normalized by days of inventory available based on the
scheduled daily usage of that part number.
Complete data is available in Appendix B, however the data for Stamping Line 1 is shown below and will
be used to describe the data presentation and some of the findings that are typical of the operating policies
used to manage production. As can be seen from Figures 4-2 and 4-3, the batch size data is shown for
Line 1 broken out by job. The graphs display the minimum, maximum and average batch sizes that were
produced during this period. The vertical bars then represent the total range of batch sizes that were
produced for a given job or part number during this time. The square data point depicts the average batch
size produced.
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Figure 4-3 Chart of Batch Size Production for Press Line 1 in Days of Inventory
While the raw production count data shows the wide range of batch sizes created for all part numbers.
The normalized data gives a much better view of the disparity of volume produced for different jobs
taking into consideration the volume required for that part number. Jobs that were produced in large
batch sizes, in terms of days of inventory, tended to be low usage part numbers. In other words, a small
number of those part numbers were needed daily to support production requirements. These tended to be
parts that supported the station wagon model of the Focus, which was produced in much smaller numbers
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then the sedan. As seen from the batch size data, these jobs were run approximately once a week. This
was done to avoid additional changeovers that would be required to produce these parts in smaller
batches. Part numbers required in high volumes were run every day or every other day depending on
recent batch sizes and actual usage.
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Figure 4-4 Chart of Days of Inventory by Job for Press Line 1
The inventory data during this same period also reflects the operating patterns and decisions discussed
above. As seen in Figure 4-4, the large normalized batch sizes produced for certain jobs results in
inventory carried for longer periods of time and higher average inventories. What can also be seen from
the data is that there is not a standard inventory policy for maximum and minimum inventory carried to
support production. On some days, there is no inventory for some part numbers while on other days there
is a large inventory of the same part numbers and the inventory fluctuates inconsistently. There are no
clear production policies being followed.
Inventory and production policies usually maintain one of several common approaches. Reorder point
strategies set a maximum amount of inventory to be held and minimum amount of inventory that includes
an appropriate amount of safety stock. Reaching the minimum inventory levels trigger production of this
part. Maximum inventory levels would prevent over production. Other approaches include producing a
constant batch-size on an irregular schedule as needed to supply demand, or producing variable batch-
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sizes on a regularly scheduled production run to meet these same minimum and maximum target levels.
The inventory and batch data shows none of these approaches are being used or none of these approaches
are being enforced. There is neither a regular batch size being produced nor a regular production
schedule. There is also no evidence of enforcement of minimum or maximum inventory levels on any
job.
An examination of the batch size and inventory data in Appendix B shows that the trends and operating
policies shown for Line 1 are typical for all of the stamping press lines. Examination of the blanker data
shows even more exaggerated examples. Batch sizes tend to be larger and there is more variation in the
batch sizes produced. Also the inventory carried is more erratic over time and tends to be higher on
average.
4.2.4 Overall Equipment Effectiveness
Figure 4-5 shows a summary of the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) numbers for the blanker and
each of the press lines by month over a four-month period. These numbers range between 50% and 60%
and represent OEE for a given piece of equipment for the entire month. OEE, is a measure of the
availability, performance efficiency, and quality performance of a given piece of equipment [FPS
Guidebook etc., 1999].
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Figure 4-5 Chart of OEE Data
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OEE = Availability x Performance Efficiency x Quality Rate
Where:
Availability = Operating Time / Net Available Time
Performance Efficiency = (Ideal Cycle Time x Total Products Run) / Operating Time
Quality Rate = (Total Products Run - Total Rejects) / Total Products Run
As seen in the table below, the main cause of these low OEE numbers is equipment downtime. When
displayed by job, equipment downtime ranges from 29% to as high as 59% for jobs run on Line 1.
Downtime here is defined as unscheduled downtime. This means that depending on the job, Press Line 1
would be down up to 59% of the time for unscheduled problems such as equipment failure, process issues
or start up problems.
JOB NUMBER 101 102 103 104 105 106 109 110 210Line I - - - .
DOWNTIME % 55 35 44 52 59 40 59 48 29
1 JOB NUMBER 100 130 131 203 204 205 206 207 208 209Line 2 - - -- - - - -----
_-- ____
DOWNTIME % 32 42 38 43 35 39 31 33 43 35
1 JOB NUMBER 302 303p 303s 305 306 308 311 403 407 411Line 3 
- - - --. - - - -.
DOWNTIME % 35 25 34 35 34 40 42 30 56 48
JOB NUMBER 330E 330N 331 331 304 307 310 401 402 408 409Line 4 
_ 
- - -
_ _
DOWNTIME % 33 N/A 21 47 40 48 41 45 45 58 55
Figure 4-6 Table of OEE Data by Job
4.2.5 Changeover
Changeover data by job was not available for the Wayne stamping operations. However, many
changeovers were witnessed during this research and a wide variation in the times to accomplish
changeover was seen.
Typical changeovers were in the range of 30-35 minutes but changeover times as low 20 minutes and as
high as 42 minutes were witnessed. The causes for the ranges in changeover times were not directly
obvious however changeover times did vary from one shift to another and by type of press. Times were
also clearly impacted by the number of personnel involved and the urgency of the production needs.
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Wayne did use standard changeover procedures and certain elements of the SMED or Single Minute
Exchange of Dies [Shingo, 1996] process were in place. An example of this was the error proofing of
various electric and hydraulic lines. Also equipment was organized and color-coded in kits to support a
given job.
4.3 Key Operational Issues
Three key issues face Wayne's current operations and present opportunities for improvement. Those are
downtime, scheduling and changeover. The following sections review these issues and describe the
impact of these issues on the ability to create a stable operating environment.
4.3.1 Downtime
The most significant issue at Wayne Stamping is downtime for both the presses and the blanker. Further
analysis of the downtime data showed there were no individual large contributors to downtime, which
could be easily addressed to free additional capacity and quickly resolve the problem. Downtime is being
caused by a myriad of small issues, which must be fought individually by focusing on process
improvement work and preventative maintenance
The result of this unscheduled downtime is a significant reduction in production capacity that is straining
operations. The planned 5-day, 3-shift operation has been forced to extend operations to near 7 days per
week to meet demand. The price of adding production hours is sacrificing a regularly scheduled
preventative maintenance program.
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This tug-of-war for open press time creates a reinforcing loop as shown in figure 4-7. More unscheduled
downtime results in less production capacity. Less production capacity leaves less open press time for
preventative maintenance and process improvements. Performing less preventative maintenance
eventually leads to more unscheduled downtime. This type of reinforcing loop can lead to higher
downtime if left unaddressed.
4.3.2 Schedule
The current scheduling process was originally designed as an improvement over a traditional MRP,
forecast-based, scheduling processes that is used in stamping plants. In fact, the paper schedule is used
despite an existing IT based MRP system. Wayne supplemented the forecasted demand with a daily
count of inventory. This verified actual usage levels by the customer and allowed Wayne to sequence
production jobs based on days-of-inventory on hand. This approach, in effect, tries to simulate a pull
system.
While this approach was definitely an improvement of the previous process, it still has several
disadvantages. It takes significant amounts of time and labor to create the schedule each day and is prone
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to errors. Cycle checkers must physically count inventory levels each night and report them to the
Material Planning & Logistics group which then uses an excel spreadsheet to manually create the daily
schedule. This seems simple, but in reality parts are spread throughout the plant because parts have been
delivered to the line over the course of the day. Additionally, inventory is stocked in several major
warehouse locations and is often difficult to see or count.
The result is frequent errors in inventory counts and therefore the production sequence. Management and
salaried personnel must spend large amounts of time managing the schedule and checking for errors.
Missed errors result in extra die changeovers that further reduce production capacity.
Additionally, this approach provides feedback on inventory status only once every 24 hours. This
feedback is insufficient to properly manage production, particularly when inventory counts may be in
error. Since the minimum or safety stock is zero, stamping operators perform their own cycle checks of
critical parts during the day to ensure production needs are met. This distraction draws workers away
from their intended work and prevents pro-active improvement work from taking place.
Finally, while taking actual usage into consideration, there is no clear direction to production on how
many parts to produce. While operators may know that a particular part is low on inventory and to be
processed next the only limitation on production is the amount of blanks in inventory for that part. Since
operators will want to keep the presses running they will be inclined to run all of the blanks available
whether that is appropriate or not.
4.3.3 Changeovers
Best In Class changeover times for similar equipment are in the range of 7-15 minutes based on Ford
benchmarking. On average between 3 and 4 jobs are run each day on the press lines which means
between 1 and 2 hours of capacity are lost each day on each press line due to changeovers alone. For the
entire stamping operation this means that between 4 and 8 hours of stamping capacity is wasted each day.
Basically, every changeover bleeds a little capacity out of the stock that is available each day. Scheduling
problems cause the need for additional, unnecessary changeovers that bleed a little more capacity from
the system. While these capacity losses might not normally have a great impact, the large unscheduled
downtime means that they are exasperating an already significant problem.
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SECTION 5: IMPLEMENTING LEAN MANUFACTURING
Attempts to adopt the tenants of the Toyota Production System by other companies have been occurring
since the success of the Japanese automobile manufacturers in the US market. The diffusion of what was
dubbed 'Lean' manufacturing by Womack, Jones & Roos accelerated with the publishing of their book
The Machine That Changed The World, which described the elements of the Toyota Production System
and its structure. [Womack et al, 1990] For the first time, lean manufacturing was portrayed not as a
uniquely Japanese condition but as a manufacturing system that could be implemented. Since then,
literally hundreds of books have tried to document and describe the fundamental principles of lean
manufacturing, and an entire consulting industry has been born whose sole purpose is helping companies
transform their operations from mass to lean.
Despite this, the numbers of failed attempts at transitioning from mass to lean far outweigh the companies
that have succeeded. Even today, the US automakers are struggling to make the transition and fully reap
the benefits. GM had tremendous success using a joint venture with Toyota to create its NUMMI plant in
the 1980's but has struggled to spread the lessons learned throughout the corporation. [Womack et al,
1990]. Ford has had successes in individual plants, but is still working to institutionalize the full lean
manufacturing system throughout its plants. Chrysler, now Daimler-Chrysler North America is struggling
with excess production capacity and costs.
This chapter will examine the elements or building blocks of a lean manufacturing system and discuss the
key elements that are necessary for success. Secondly, it will discuss the difficulties of making the
transition within the concepts of organizational change and some of the different approaches that are
taken. Finally it will use the Manufacturing System Design Decomposition, developed by Professor
Cochran and his Production System Design Laboratory, as a tool to assess the current state of the Wayne
Stamping plant and identify areas for improvement.
5.1 Elements for Lean Manufacturing Transition
The concept of manufacturing as a complex system is not new. By definition the Toyota Production
System was viewed as a complex system composed of certain elements or processes with inputs and
desired outputs. It was also recognized that certain processes or elements of that system were foundations
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or necessary elements for the system to function at higher levels of performance. Without them, other
processes within the system might function at a lower level of performance or not function at all.
It is also true that making the transition from a mass production environment to a lean environment is a
complex process of building the manufacturing system and ensuring that foundation elements are in place
and functioning before adding complexity. This is not unlike a builder who ensures that components of a
building are in place and functioning before proceeding with construction. Pushing the manufacturing
system to perform without key elements in place is not unlike closing the walls of a building without first
ensuring the installation and testing of wiring and ventilation systems. The building might 'function' but
probably not very well and it's going to be difficult to fix.
Adding complexity to this process is the difficulty of making any significant organizational change.
Successful changes only occur when certain change elements are in place and an organized process is
followed. This section discusses both aspects of this issue.
5.1.1 Elements of a Lean Manufacturing System
In his book, Toyota Production System, An Integrated Approach To Just In Time, Yasuhiro Monden
discusses the key elements of the Toyota Production System (TPS) and the inter-dependence for building
a successful manufacturing system. He identifies seven elements or processes that form the core of TPS.
Those elements are:
* Kanban System
* Production Smoothing
* Shortening Setup Time
* Process Layout for Shortened Lead Times
* Standardization of Operations
* Autonomation
* Improvement Activities
Monden also identifies a hierarchy among these elements. This is shown below in Figure 5-1. The most
basic of these elements is improvement activities. "Improvement activities are a fundamental element of
the Toyota production system and they are what makes the Toyota production system really tick."
[Monden 1998] The entire system is built on not only a philosophy but also the successful
implementation of continuous improvement through small work teams. The next building blocks in the
system are autonomation, shortening setup time, process layout and standardized operations. These
elements support the implementation of production smoothing, which allows the implementation of the
kanban system. If all these elements are executed the system will reach its goals of eliminating
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overproduction, adapting to changes in demand, ensuring quality at each process step, and respecting
employees. Achieving these goals will in turn allow the system to achieve higher profit through cost
reduction, which is the ultimate goal of TPS.
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Figure 5-1 Elements of the Toyota Production System
Hopp & Spearman in Factory Physics present a more systematic view of the manufacturing system. They
define the manufacturing system as "an objective-oriented network of processes through which entities
flow." [Hopp & Spearman 2001] In this approach there is a fundamental objective which is supported by
a hierarchy of objectives. The manufacturing system is then a network of processes and operations
designed and implemented to fulfill the various sub-objectives of the system. This approach is more
easily adaptable to creating models or simulations of the system and does not recognize TPS as the only
correct answer to a systematic problem.
Again there is recognition of the interrelation of the objectives and the need to achieve sub-objectives for
the system to work as a whole. Unlike TPS however, the systems analysis view shows that there must be
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trade-offs of sub-objectives to optimize the system as a whole and achieve ultimate objectives. An
example of this is the desire for "high utilization to keep units costs down, but low utilization for good
responsiveness." Hopp & Spearman also emphasize the impact and influence that processes such as
information systems and accounting systems can have on the system as a whole. If not executed properly,
these types of processes will create their own objectives for the system rather then supporting the
achievement of the defined objectives.
5.2 Making the Transition
No matter whether the ideal manufacturing system is defined by the Toyota Production System or a
systematic approach tailored to the individual needs of the business, the system must be implemented to
be successful. Unfortunately, transitioning a business or organization to a new manufacturing system will
likely be much harder then designing the system itself. Machiavelli said, "There is nothing more difficult
to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in tli
introduction of a new order of things." [Hopp & Spearman 2001] The difficulty of change may be the
sole area of agreement between disciples of different production systems.
Creating organization change, and specifically implementing a new manufacturing system, is also a
process that has key elements that are necessary for success. There is widespread agreement on certain
elements that are vital to creating successful change. There are also several approaches for implementing
change that must be addressed. This section will discuss both these elements of change specifically in the
context of implementing lean manufacturing.
5.2.1 Key Elements of Change
Change management literature identifies Ten Commandments for executing change. [Ancona et al, 1999]
Those elements are:
1. Analyze the organization and its need for change.
2. Create a shared vision and common direction.
3. Separate from the past.
4. Create a sense of urgency.
5. Support a strong leader role. (Designate or find a champion)
6. Line up political sponsorship.
7. Craft an implementation plan.
8. Develop enabling structure.
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9. Communicate, involve people and be honest.
10. Reinforce and institutionalize the change.
While Monden outlined the elements of TPS and a hierarchy, this change structure lays out the process
for developing and enacting a change but fails to create a hierarchy of key elements necessary for success
rather than an analytical process. In terms of implementing lean manufacturing, there do appear to be key
elements that are necessary for success.
The first of these foundational elements is the need for a crisis. In the Ten Commandments this is called
creating a sense of urgency. Womack et al refers to it as the creative crisis. Whether the crisis is due to
outside factors or internally created by upper management, a crisis provides several necessary elements
for change. It creates a focus for the workforce and justifies the need to separate from the past or
significantly change current practices. Giving up current practices is extremely difficult and without both
urgency and justification, even well-structured change initiatives often languish for years without ever
taking root and flourishing.
The second necessary element is the complete commitment of top management to implementing the
change. [Monden, 1998] This step is critical for a manufacturing organization because of the functional
organizational structure and hierarchy that is common in most mass production companies. During the
implementation of lean manufacturing, there will be changes that will not be in the best interest of any
individual functional organization, even though the change will benefit the company as a whole. An
example of this is the necessary changes that production and material handling organizations in a
traditional mass production company must make to implement lean manufacturing. Traditional metrics of
these organizations may discourage change. Upper management must be ready and willing to ensure that
the optimization of the whole is chosen over the sub-optimization of the pieces.
The final key element is appropriately evaluating and rewarding the behavior of employees and,
particularly, managers. "The classic problem in large organizations is that top management sets the
general course and the workforce will do it, but the buck seems to stop in the middle." [Cochran, 1999]
All too often the existing combination of business systems and metrics are driving managers and the
organization to continue previous behavior. Resolving this conflict can be extremely difficult since
metrics and business systems are typically based on traditional management accounting systems, which
drive managers to achieve accounting goals rather than customer goals. [Johnson, 1992]
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5.2.2 Approaches For Implementation
Even if these key change elements are present and an organized process is in place, several important
decisions need to be made on how to implement the change towards lean manufacturing within the
corporation or within a given plant. This section discusses several implementation issues that are often
discussed and debated within the literature.
Top Down vs. Bottom Up:
This issue often occurs in the discussion of how best to spread the lean manufacturing process. Should
necessary changes be mandated from upper management down through the organization or should the
change begin with workers and built up? This issue arises because of the importance of improvement
activities led by small work groups in the development of the Toyota production system. As was shown
in Monden's hierarchy, Figure 5-1, and discussed earlier improvement, activities are shown as the
foundation for the entire system.
This highlights the difference between the hierarchy of a manufacturing system and hierarchy of the
transition process to implement the manufacturing system. While it is certainly true that improvement
activities are fundamental to the manufacturing system, those improvement activities do not
spontaneously appear. Employees must have the proper tools and environment to succeed. For these to
happen management must provide training and implement changes which allow teams to function.
In this sense the proper course of action appears not to be either top down or bottom up, but top down and
bottom up. A top down change process must be implemented to build a bottom up organizational
environment.
Pilot Project vs. Plant Implementation:
This debate concerns whether lean implementation is best done by starting on a pilot project or single line
and then spreading successes throughout the plant or taking on the plant as a whole and structuring
implementation based on a more systematic approach. It is not clear that there is a single answer to this
debate. Results from this research found both plants were found that had been successful building from a
pilot project, as well as plants which had failed with pilot projects several times, and succeeded only after
taking a systematic approach.
Monden clearly endorses the pilot project approach and offers several advantages. [Monden 1998]
Changing a manufacturing process can be very disruptive. Using a pilot project allows experimentation
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to take place without disrupting the entire factory. As lessons are learned and approaches refined these
can be passed on to other areas in a less disruptive manner. Additionally, creating change can require
significant resources that may not be available to support the entire plant. The pilot project allows the
available resources to focus on a particular area and provide the needed support.
The alternative view comes from the systems view of the manufacturing process. Often there are support
systems or organizations, such as material handling, that interface with all operations of the plant and all
manufacturing lines. It is often difficult to create a separate process to support one manufacturing line
while maintaining the existing processes for the rest of operations. Without proper support systems, the
pilot effort may fail or give less promising results. This approach endorses attacking these systematic
processes first throughout the entire plant. An example might be creating work teams and implementing
quality training throughout the plant, then changing material handling processes and finally attacking
material flow on the lines.
While either of these processes can work in the right situation, the most important message of this debate
is to fully understand the situation and develop an organized plan for implementation. Understand how
this plant functions and how support systems impact the daily operations. Carefully plan the transition
and find a way to work within existing resources constraints.
5.3 Production System Design and Deployment Framework
The Production System Design (PSD) and Deployment Framework is a tool used to determine the
objectives and the implementation of a lean production system. [Cochran, 1999] Developed by Professor
Cochran and his Production System Design Laboratory at MIT, the framework uses the concept of
axiomatic design to ensure that the elements or implementation methods for the production system are
properly aligned with the objectives of that system.
This framework bridges the different views of the lean manufacturing system discussed above and attacks
many of the problems of creating and implementing a lean manufacturing system. It encompasses the
systems view of a hierarchy of objectives and the implementation elements of TPS. Most importantly, it
provides a clear link between the ultimate goals and metrics of the organization and the working level
implementation methods. As a tool it can be used to assess an existing manufacturing system and
compare it with a lean manufacturing system to understand what elements are hampering its performance.
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The PSD and Deployment Framework contains several elements that can be used to analyze existing
manufacturing systems. The following sections describes, one of these tools, the Manufacturing System
Design Decomposition in more detail, and uses it to assess the operations at Wayne Stamping.
5.3.1 Manufacturing System Design Decomposition
The Manufacturing System Design Decomposition (MSDD) creates two hierarchies. A hierarchy of
objectives or functional requirements (FRs) that define the goals of the system and a hierarchy of the
corresponding implementation methods or design parameters (DPs) that represent how these goals will be
achieved. These hierarchies are not developed independently, but together at each level of the hierarchy.
Each FR is mapped to an execution or DP. The next level of objectives or FRs are then the functional
requirements of executing the DP of the upper level FR. [Cochran, 1999] Each level is the decomposition
of the functional requirements of the level above it.
To provide an example for clarification, the highest level FR in the MSDD is 'Maximize long-term return
on investment'. 'Maximize long-term return on investment' has been decomposed into three, second-level
FRs which are; 'Maximize sales revenue', 'Minimize manufacturing costs', and 'Minimize investment
over production system lifecycles'. Each of these FRs has an associated DP and is decomposed further
into lower level FRs and matching DPs. The MSDD has six levels of decomposition taking objectives
from the high level goals of the organization to the working level implementation.
The concept of axiomatic design was used to guide the decomposition and establish independent FRs
whenever possible. Ideally, a completely independent system design would be developed which would
mean that each DP would only affect a single FR and implementation would be path independent. In
reality achieving total independence is very difficult and DPs often affect more then one objective. In this
situation the design is path-dependent and the order of implementation is consequential.
The MSDD therefore not only addresses the relationships of the objectives and elements of the production
system, but also provides meaningful information about the design of the implementation plan at the
working level. Because implementation of DPs affects the success of meeting the system objectives, an
order or hierarchy of fundamental processes evolves. In order they can be described broadly at the fourth
level of the decomposition as Quality, Identifying and Resolving Problems, Predictable Output, Delay
Reduction, Direct Labor and Indirect Labor. [PSD Laboratory, 2000]
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5.3.2 MSDD Evaluation and Results
As an evaluation tool the MSDD can be used to assess existing plants and manufacturing systems by
comparing the existing system to the FRs of the MSDD. This approach was taken to evaluate the
Stamping Operations at Wayne.
Using the Manufacturing System Design Questionnaire (shown in Appendix C) developed by Professor
David Cochran and Joachim Linck, the stamping operations were evaluated against each leaf FR in the
lowest three levels on the MSDD. A leaf FR is the lowest level of decomposition for that FR. After
evaluation they were divided into three categories red, yellow, and green, which represent does not
comply, partially complies, and fully complies, respectively. The results of this evaluation are shown by
category in the table below.
Stamping Operations Red Yellow Green Total
Quality 2 3 4 9
Identifying and Resolving 1 2 4 7
Problems
Predictable Output 3 4 1 8
Delay Reduction 4 6 2 12
Operations Cost 0 7 3 10
Total 7 23 16 46
Table 5-2 Table of MSDD Results
As shown above, there are significant areas where the stamping operations do not comply with the
MSDD. The operations fully comply with only 16 out of 46 Functional Requirements in the MSDD.
Additionally, Stamping has a complete lack of compliance in 7 of the FRs and only partial compliance in
another 23.
Although there is atleast partial compliance in all of the FRs for the categories of Quality and Identifying
and Resolving Problems, these issues are still contributing to problems in other categories because of
dependence. While overall Quality levels in stamping are good, there are issues with eliminating core
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sources of variation and creating a robust process that is insensitive to input such as material variation.
This difficulty with eliminating root causes is also reflected in the evaluation of FRs in Identifying and
Resolving Problems.
Much more significant problems exist in the areas of Predictable Output and Delay Reduction. Of the 8
FRs in Predictable Output only one is fully complied with and three are not complied with at all. Here the
root causes of the worst offenders are a preventative maintenance program, capable production
information system, and standard WIP management. Delay Reduction has four FRs that do not comply.
These are in the area of managing production batch size, inventory levels, and leveling of the schedule to
reduce throughput time of the system.
While the MSDD reinforced many of the findings identified through value stream mapping and data
analysis, it also provided insight into the potential root causes of the existing problems. The data analysis
provided detailed information on current performance levels, which are the symptoms of systematic
problems, not the cause. The MSDD identifies foundation processes or elements that are not functioning
in the given system and then shows the connection to poor results in performance levels. The MSDD
hierarchy and path dependence shows the direct impact that ailing processes will have on the
organizational goals.
This analysis provides an additional layer of resolution to understanding the system and identifying
potential solutions. Additionally, it provides a means for direct dialog with upper management on how
they can help achieve their own goals.
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SECTION 6: PROPOSED FUTURE STATE & IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter uses the results of the analysis of Wayne Stamping and proposes a potential future state for
the stamping organization that will address the issues identified. As presented earlier, manufacturing is a
complex system with many elements and often, limited resources. Therefore this proposal will describe
the key elements of the future state, their impact on the system, and also describe an approach for
implementation. Finally, it will describe some of the challenges facing an implementation in this
particular environment.
6.1 Future State Mapping
The current state mapping process, discussed in chapter 4, was used as a tool to investigate and document
operations, then identify areas for improvement. The future state map is also a tool, but one that is
primarily intended as a tool for change. The future state map helps clearly communicate a vision of the
operational structure that is trying to be achieved and helps the development of a concrete implementation
plan.
Ideally, the future state map represents a future that can be achieved in a relatively short time. Imposing
this limitation steers ideas towards a future state that is more realistic and changes that are more likely
within the control of the organization performing the change. This is important because creating small
successes quickly builds confidence in the process and enthusiasm for generating new ideas.
Initially, the focus should be on what can be achieved with the current resources. [Rother & Shook,
1998] This means taking equipment and potentially equipment locations for granted. An iterative
process should be taken. With each successful achievement of a future state another more aggressive
future state can be identified and worked towards. Hopefully, the savings from each change will fuel the
ability to make further more substantial improvements.
With this in mind, a proposed future state map and implementation plan was generated that was intended
to be substantial and realistic. It could be reasonably achieved in a relatively short time and is within the
authority and resources of the stamping organization. It does, however, address the key issues in the
current operations and demonstrate what is possible.
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6.1.1 Future State Map
The future state map, shown below in Figure 6-1, is intended to illustrate the material and information
flows that are possible in stamping. This section will describe this future state and its elements. The
following section will describe some of the additional key elements or processes that cannot be depicted
but are essential for a stable-manufacturing environment.
Stamping Pull-Based Future State Map
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Figure 6-1 Pull-based Future State Map for Stamping
As seen above, the pictured future state is entirely pull based and built on two centralized marketplaces
for blanks and stamped parts. Kanban systems are used to drive and schedule production process. A
kanban card system is proposed for stamping, while an electronic kanban system is shown for blanking.
This approach replaces the daily schedule that is currently produced and production processes essentially
schedule themselves based on customer usage. This is essential because stamping is one process within a
larger value stream and is not the pacemaker process that should be scheduled. In this environment,
production control is only providing forecasts of changes and verifying that inventory and production
policies are being followed.
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Centralized Marketplaces
Because of the layout at Wayne and the volume of parts produced it may not be possible to contain all
inventory in just one location immediately, but this should be the goal. Currently there are four major
inventory locations in addition to line-side material. A centralized marketplace would increase visual
feedback that helps operations and make implementing a card-based kanban process easier.
Fundamentally, the fewer locations the simpler the entire process is to manage. Additionally, this would
help simplify forklift traffic and material flow in the area.
The Murata automated storage and retrieval system becomes the marketplace for blanks in this approach.
All blanks, including purchased blanks, would be loaded and stored in the Murata. Since the Murata
already provides automated inventory tracking this would provide both feedback and management of
inventory levels. Pallets are currently 'ordered' electronically by the press lines and this process would
form the foundation of the electronic kanban process. Additionally, a marketplace would free up floor
space currently used for purchased blanks and enforce discipline in inventory processes since there is
finite storage space.
Inventory Policy
One of the first steps in implementing a card system is deciding how many cards will be in the system.
This determines the total inventory in the system, as well as the maximum inventory levels and number of
racks in the system. Just as critical is setting the minimum inventory target levels or safety stock, which
will trigger production.
Currently, Wayne's real minimum inventory level is essentially zero and there is no target level that is
consistently maintained for each part number. Ideally, minimum inventory targets are based on process
stability, lead-time and the desired customer service level. In this case current processes are not very
stable as evidenced by the 40%-60% downtime. Shutting down the customer is extremely costly and
undesirable. This would indicate the desire for a high customer service level.
To achieve a high customer service level, stamping must carry enough inventory to compensate for the
process instability, downtime levels and lead time variation. In this case, lead-time variation, based on
transportation, is very small but this is over shadowed by the process variation. Changeover times, while
still relatively large, are also minor in comparison to other factors. Current inventory levels, as seen in
Appendix B, often reach zero causing production disruption in stamping. To avoid this and achieve high
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customer service level, higher minimum inventory levels need to be set. These would be set by job, based
on run size and downtime for that job. Initially, this will increase batch size and reduce the number of
changeovers. As production stability is increased over time, the necessary inventory levels and batch size
will decrease as will inventory carrying costs.
Kanban Cards
The key component of a pull-based system would be Kanban Cards or Production Instruction Cards as
they are called in the Ford Production System. Each card will represent one rack of stamped parts.
Controlling the number of cards in the system controls the amount of inventory in the system. The cards
act as the authorization to produce parts, and when used with a scheduling or heijunka board, they can
provide real time feedback on inventory levels to the production teams.
At Wayne, a signal kanban board for each line would be appropriate based on the team structure. The
signal kanban boards provide the method to implement inventory and changeover policies. If working
properly, the press lines will schedule themselves, and should only rarely need management intervention.
6.1.2 Key Processes
While the future state map and elements described above would address many of the issues identified in
the analysis and decomposition evaluation, there are two core processes that would also need to be
addressed. These are described below.
Problem Solving:
As described earlier, in both the categories of Quality and Identifying and Resolving Problems the key
processes that do not comply with MSDD are all related in one way or another to identifying root causes
and eliminating them. This stamping plant has many of the components it needs to succeed in this area.
It has well-functioning teams, organized by line, who track issues with data and meet regularly to discuss,
identify and resolve problems. They also have been exposed to many of the quality tools that are useful
in these investigations.
What's missing is the time necessary to really identify core problems and implement robust process
solutions. The process also needs to create a systematic commitment to implementing solutions. Too
many process issues are identified but simply drag on unresolved.
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Maintenance Program:
There were several important red flags identified by the MSDD and most would be addressed by the
future state elements identified above. The key element that is still missing is a 'Regular Preventative
Maintenance Program'. The current maintenance program is not a maintenance program but a crisis
repair program aimed at getting the equipment running when it fails. During this research, this approach
resulted in a equipment failure that disabled an entire press line for six weeks and reduced internal
capacity by approximately 25%. The commitment to schedule weekly downtime for preventative
maintenance is a necessary element for future success.
6.2 Implementation and Transition
While many of the operational problems at Wayne are apparent after analysis and a reasonable set of
solutions can be identified, the path from current state to future state is not nearly as clear. Preventative
maintenance is clearly fundamental to solving the downtime issue, but how do you implement
preventative maintenance and maintain production when there is no free press time and support labor is
scarce. In other words how do you break the causal loop identified in Figure 4-7? Further as seen in
Figure 6-2 below the original maintenance/capacity loop discussed in Chapter 4 is part of a larger and
much more complicated system.
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Figure 6-2 Stamping Causal Loop Diagram
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The larger causal loop diagram for stamping, shown below, only begins to show the complexity of the
system at work in stamping. Many issues can only be influenced by management or out of their control.
While the scheduling process is not the single largest problem at Wayne, strategically it is the best issue
to attack for several reasons. As seen above, scheduling and inventory processes directly impact several
other key system elements. Also, these are entirely under the control of management and require very
little financing to implement. It also can reasonably be changed and dramatically improved in a short
time period. As shown below in Figure 6-3, addressing the scheduling problem offers the first step on a
'path to improvement'.
Figure 6-3 Transition Plan
As seen above, the logic is that implementing pull-based flow will allow a much-simplified pull-based
scheduling process to take place. This will hopefully achieve two primary goals. The first is creating
more stable production operations that will reduce the number of unnecessary changeovers. Second it
will free up significant amounts of management and salaried time to focus on reducing downtime by
improving existing processes.
At this point, with support resources available, a full-scale attack on preventative maintenance can be
launched. Because of current capacity constraints, there may not be enough available press time to do
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proper preventative maintenance each week even after improving the scheduling process and freeing up
some resources. If this is the case, temporary outsourcing of some components may be necessary to allow
complete initiation of the maintenance program. This outsourcing should be relatively minor and would
demonstrate management's commitment to perform preventative maintenance. As it takes affect and
downtime begins to decline, additional press capacity will become available and these parts can be
reintroduced to the production schedule.
The viability of this approach was demonstrated during the major press failure during this research.
There was a major outsourcing of all the jobs on that press line, but the labor remained and supported the
other lines. With additional resources, those lines were able to perform faster changeovers, and attack
some of their existing problems and resolve them. Wayne clearly has the technical knowledge base
needed to address its process issues, it just needs more time to address them.
6.3 Challenges To Implementation
There are several challenges to implementation that add to the difficulty of making this transition. Some
of these issues are cultural and some are driven by outside factors, such as upper management.
Whichever the case, they are a real part of the problem and must be overcome to implement a successful
change. This section presents some of the factors influencing the changes presented.
6.3.1 Metrics
One of the key components driving the manufacturing system within Ford, and some of the difficulties, is
the current metrics used to evaluate and reward plants. While the FPS Measurables are being used to
compare and evaluate plants, managers are also being evaluated on their ability to meet labor and
overhead targets.
Labor and overhead targets are set each year, for each plant, and then for each area within the plant.
These reduction targets cause several problems for managers within the plant. First they do little to take
into consideration the existing labor and overhead situations within a given plant or a given area within
the plant. An area, such as stamping, might be extremely lean on labor or overhead already. In this case
further reductions do not make the plant more efficient but simply put more strain on employees and
managers. This in turn may increase absenteeism and create a bigger need for overtime to meet existing
production targets.
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This is clearly the case within the Wayne plant where certain overhead tasks had been cut in order to meet
previous overhead targets. As FPS implementation began, these missing tasks became evident because of
the importance of correct data on supplier quantities, packaging and shipping.
Measuring based on these components, instead of total cost, also drives management to simply address
these budgets rather then look for systematic improvements that might provide a greater impact to the
total cost of the plant. Just like inventory, labor and overhead are components of the greater
manufacturing system that must be evaluated within the context of the whole. Changing any component,
without evaluating its impact on the system, can lead to sub-optimal solutions and unpleasant outcomes.
In the case of stamping, a reduction of labor meant a choice between cutting production press operators or
maintenance support. Either choice would create negative impacts on production operations.
6.3.2 Organizational Overlap
One of the key components of the future state identified is the implementation of a card-based kanban
system to allow tracking of inventory in the system and control production. For this process to succeed it
is dependent on two other organizational groups within the plant.
While stamping controls the organization of the proposed marketplace and the placement of inventory
into the marketplace, inventory is withdrawn from the marketplace by two other groups. The Material
Planning & Logistics(MP&L) group and the South Body Production Area both have forklift drivers who
remove and deliver inventory. If a card-based kanban system were deployed both of these groups would
need to understand their role and be willing to remove kanban cards and place them in kanban mail boxes
within the marketplace.
While this seems like a minor task, it means drivers would have to get off their forklifts to collect the
kanban cards. This could cause resentment and poor adherence to the process. The failure to deliver
cards or the loss of cards would make the process very difficult to execute.
Of these two groups, the South Body Production Area presents the largest problems. As discussed earlier,
the body shop is divided into work teams who rotate through the team positions, including material
handling. This means that for the process to succeed, every single employee in the body shop would need
to be trained and comply with the process. Since this is a large, diverse group, there inevitably will be
some problems. The MP&L drivers, in comparison, are few in number and are all senior employees.
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Since they manage another marketplace of supplier parts already they are much more likely to understand
and adhere to the process.
6.3.3 Inventory Challenges
Consolidating existing inventories presents several issues because of the volume of inventory necessary
and the management of empty material racks. Currently empty racks and empty space take up a good
portion of the stamping marketplace at the end of the lines. Moving all empty racks to one location, such
as the Butler Building, would free up space in this area and provide better visual feedback on inventory
levels. Additionally it would help control rack levels, which has been an operational problem, and
improve traffic flow. Eventually the inventory levels and number of racks will be reduced, freeing up
additional space to allow further consolidation of the inventory.
The inventory that is currently kept in the north building to support north body production presents
special problems. Inventory levels are difficult to track because there is no feedback and the location is
out of sight. The conveyor, which transport parts between buildings, often takes many hours to move
parts and creates its own buffer of WIP and empty racks that is also difficult to track. As a result, there
are often production crises that emerge to ensure that parts are available for this production area and
movement of parts by truck to assure quick delivery. Consolidating this inventory and eliminating the
conveyor as the means of transport would solve these problems but would meet significant resistance.
Since the conveyor is in place, trucking parts is viewed as an additional expense and a waste.
Additionally, north body would prefer to hold the inventory where they have control over it.
There would also be cultural challenges to changing inventory holding policies. The management is very
proud of the inventory levels they have achieved, which are some of the lowest for stamping within Ford
North America. They would definitely resist initial increases necessary to assure customer service levels
and establish a stable pull-based flow. This would be viewed as a step backward both by the plant and
upper management, who are pushing to reduce inventory levels. Interestingly, although a pull-based
schedule process would be a much more significant change in current practices, this element was well
received and probably would not be resisted by management or employees.
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6.4 Summary of Recommendations
The following table presents a summary of the key actions recommended and a brief description of the
steps necessary to implement these actions.
Recommended Action: Steps:
Implement signal based Kanban for production
& inventory control:
Reduce production downtime:
Ongoing steps:
" Consolidate stamping finished goods inventory
into single marketplace.
" Consolidate stamping blanks inventory into
single marketplace using Murata automated
system.
* Shuttle parts to North Body via truck.
* Size inventory appropriately based on desired
customer service level and current process
stability.
* Train Stamping personnel on kanban.
* Train Body Shop personnel on their role in
using the marketplace.
* Implement signal based kanban for stamping.
* Implement signal blanking.
" Define Total Preventative Maintenance
required
* Schedule/Commit time for regular preventative
maintenance
" Outsource temporarily, if necessary to achieve
TPM
S
Auditing of kanban process/cards.
Resize inventory/kanbans in system based on
process stability and demand.
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SECTION 7: CONCLUSIONS
This section discusses three major aspects of the project that was conducted and provides conclusions
about their role in the project. It reviews the tools used in analysis, planning and development of the
project and assesses their value in the process of implementing lean manufacturing. It examines the Ford
Production System as a manufacturing system and its current implementation process. Finally, it reviews
the stamping project itself and draws conclusions about its viability.
7.1 Analytical Tools
There were two main sets of tools used in the project to evaluate the stamping operations at Wayne.
Those tools were Value Stream Mapping and the Manufacturing System Design Decomposition (MSDD).
Experience on this project, with both tools, showed that each are valuable tools in the process of
evaluating and planning manufacturing systems. Additionally, these tools are extremely complementary
and more valuable when used together to analyze a manufacturing system.
Value stream mapping provides an excellent tool to understand the existing process. It is particularly
good at investigating and understanding material and information flows. It also provides a useful format
for the presentation of data gathered during this analysis and the presentation of a future value stream.
It does not however, do well at presenting complex data issues or linking symptoms to processes. If data
needs to be broken down to the job or part level to provide insight, the maps became limited in their
presentation tools. Additionally, the maps provided no means in and of themselves to reduce or scope the
large amount of data that needs collection. Additionally, the focus on material and information flows
largely ignores the supporting business and manufacturing processes and their roles as elements in the
system.
The MSDD, in comparison, presented an excellent tool for evaluating the plant and gaining a systematic
understanding of the cause and effect of processes within the plant. It also allowed an evaluation of
current processes against the framework of a 'lean' manufacturing system and an indication of the health
of those processes. This became very useful in narrowing the scope of the investigation and providing
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ideas for improvements to the existing system. This, however, would not have been possible without first
understanding the process flow through value stream mapping.
Together the tools provide a complete process for the investigation and analysis of a plant and graphical
means for representing the results. The current state map presents the existing process flow. The MSDD
analyzes the systematic relationships and allows a graphical representation of these ideas. Finally, the
future state map provides a way to present a vision for the manufacturing system based on both of these
analyses. Most importantly, both of these tools are greatly enhanced by the other.
7.2 Ford Production System
The Ford Production System (FPS) plays a significant role both in the implementation of lean
manufacturing within Ford, in general, and at this plant specifically. FPS was clearly designed as a lean
manufacturing system and as transition process. This section evaluates the success of the Ford
Production System both as a lean manufacturing system and as a change process for implementing lean
manufacturing.
7.2.1 Lean Manufacturing System
As described in Chapter 2, FPS was closely modeled on the Toyota Production System (TPS). It's not
surprising then that FPS, as defined, tries to address each of the elements identified in the Toyota
Production System. While Ford uses different names and a slightly different structure, each of the
essential elements of the TPS manufacturing system are identified and documented. In. this aspect, FPS is
successful in defining a lean manufacturing system.
If there are any drawbacks to FPS as a system, it is the level of documentation and bureaucracy that is
used to define and regulate the system. Instead of being limited to a guiding set of principles and a set of
tools, an incredible amount of documentation is used to describe the various processes. In the plants, this
documentation and information is largely ignored because it is simply too unwieldy and time consuming.
In the hectic production environment there just isn't free time available to digest the amount of
information. As a result few of the plant hourly and salaried FPS focals, let alone employees, have done
more outside of training then review the audit guidebook and checklist and rely on their coaches for
guidance. The audit guidebooks have become the de facto instruction manuals for FPS in the plants,
when they were only intended to support the audit process.
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One area where FPS does need additional information is at the hourly operator level. Currently FPS
metrics are designed to give feedback to plant managers are upper executives on the progress of a plant.
These measurables do little to provide feedback on performance to individual employees or units within
the plant. A key element in developing improvement activities by small groups is continuous feedback on
performance and more of this needs to be developed.
7.2.2 Implementing Change within Ford
The other important area for assessment of FPS that must be performed is its success at motivating
change within the plants and making the transition to its vision of lean manufacturing. In this area FPS
has been less successful. This section discusses three issues, which are hampering the transition within
Ford.
Incentives
While the combination of FPS measurables and plant audits do provide plant managers and executives
with an understanding of plant status and progress, they have failed to truly motivate either the plant
management or the workforce. All salaried and management employees receive annual bonuses that are
at least partially based on individual performance. These bonuses can be substantial, particularly for
managers. However, it appears that no portion of the evaluations or bonuses are tied to the success and
implementation of FPS in the plants for salaried personnel. Until recently plant managers were also not
evaluated on implementing FPS, however Ford Motor Company has tied management bonuses to FPS
performance.
Hourly workers receive annual profit sharing bonuses based on the performance of the company. While
there is some value in this approach, none of the profit sharing is based on the performance of the plants
these employees work in. As a result, there is no personal incentive to care about performance in your
own plant as long as the company is doing fairly well.
In addition to personal incentive problems, there are conflicts in organizational incentives as well. While
plants may or may not be evaluating themselves based on the FPS measurables, they are being strictly
measured for performance to the labor and overhead targets. These targets are structured as annual
percentage reductions, typically 5%-10%, in the budgets for labor and overhead. Plant managers who
implement reductions and meet these targets receive significant performance bonuses. Not only does this
practice promote the wrong behavior within management, it directly conflicts with the goal of managing
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total cost and implementing a system design. It takes a courageous plant manager to ignore the labor and
overhead numbers even if they know and can show the total cost performance for the plant is better.
Labor Reductions
The result of the labor targets has been a slow but continuous reduction in the labor force at Ford over the
recent years. While this belt tightening has certainly better prepared Ford to handle the current economic
slowdown, it has also directly conflicted with the FPS tenants and the change process.
One of the tenets of the Toyota Production System (TPS) is that improvements from changes will not
result in labor reductions or lay-offs. This tenet was originally a by-product of the existing labor laws in
Japan after World War II, but proved to an important foundation for the change process. Employees will
never enthusiastically promote changes that may result in their elimination. Eliminating the fear of job
reductions greatly enhances the support for change.
Ford wisely also adopted this doctrine when developing FPS and has widely promoted that no employees
will be eliminated as a result of FPS. Unfortunately, in the plants the labor reduction targets have
specifically reduced the number of employees at the same time the FPS implementation and message of
no labor reductions is occurring. This behavior promotes distrust of management and of the FPS process
itself. Inevitably, it greatly hampers the change process and long-term relations between management and
employees.
Training and Roll-Out
The final element that has hampered the implementation is the execution of training and the roll out of
FPS within various plants. The FPS process has a well thought out training process that is designed to
kick off the implementation of FPS. It begins with training of the plant leadership, and then is extended
to include salaried and hourly FPS focals for the plant. Together these people are responsible for leading
FPS execution and extending training into the workforce.
Training for the plant leadership is a week-long class that consists of training on FPS tools, several Lego
simulations, and a visit to a plant that is considered an example of lean manufacturing at work. Training
for salaried and hourly focals covers similar material with more emphasis on the tools of FPS and
implementation. Focals do not participate in a plant visit.
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Unfortunately, the order of implementation for training is very often not how FPS is implemented. In
many plants, FPS focals are up and running long before training for either themselves or plant leadership
has occurred. Additionally plants are often required to report FPS measurables to upper management
before training or the FPS rollout has occurred. At Wayne, none of the plant management had received
training on FPS and only a small number of the hourly and salaried focals, responsible for FPS, had
received training. The result was a disjointed change process at best and extreme frustration with
management. Management abdicated their leadership role because they simply didn't understand what
their own employees were trying to do or even the language they were using.
7.3 Stamping Project
Through the research that was conducted as part of the project at the Wayne Stamping plant, many of the
advantages and complexities of lean manufacturing became evident. First it is clear that lean
manufacturing is a name for a complex system of elemental and supporting processes that must interact
cohesively to function. Secondly, it is clear that the process of implementing lean manufacturing is, itself,
a complex endeavor that is rooted firmly in the processes of organizational change.
However it is the systematic nature of lean manufacturing that allows it to create the ultimate benefits that
are reached. It is complex because it does not provide for modular incorporation of one tool or another, it
is necessary to attack the system as a whole. Organizational change becomes much more complicated
because really significant results are only seen when the entire system is in place and functioning. While
lean manufacturing is built on small improvements and these results can often be measured, their impact
on the system as a whole is very difficult to quantify. This is what makes it difficult to justify the
resources for small improvement projects using typical project accounting for justification.
At Wayne, the benefit of going forward with its own lean manufacturing system has been clearly outlined.
System solutions to the systematic problems will great increase the ability to meet customers needs and
should provide a much more stable and ultimately pleasant production environment. Additionally it
should provide Wayne with a means to improve its performance and to achieve its ultimate objectives.
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APPENDIX A: CURRENT STATE PROCESS MAPS
This appendix presents the current state process maps that were developed for each of the press lines.
The maps were broken out by press line to facilitate the presentation of the material flows for each of the
press lines.
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APPENDIX B: BATCH AND INVENTORY DATA
This appendix contains batch and inventory data that was collected at the Wayne Stamping Plant during
the course of this research. The following is a brief explanation of each of the groups of charts depicted.
Batch Data
The charts for batch data are presented in two ways. First they show the batch data in terms of piece
count or quantity produced in the batches. Second, the same data is shown normalized by 'Days of
Inventory' for each part number, or stamping job. The 'Days of Inventory' for each part represents the
quantity of that part number required for each day's production on the assembly line. Normalizing the
data this way gives a clearer understanding of the batch sizes in relation to demand. Both charts are
presented for each press line and are broken out by stamping job.
Jobs Run
These charts show the number of jobs run on each press line over a three-week period. This data provides
an idea of how many changeovers should be required each day currently and allow a comparison between
presses.
Total Inventory
These charts show the total volume of parts produced on each press line normalized by the amount of
inventory required. These charts provide a running picture of how well each press line is doing at
keeping up with demand on a daily basis and show the weekly cycle that occurs.
Inventory By Job
These charts show the amount of inventory on hand each day broken out by job and press line. While
there is a lot of data on these charts they provide a good picture of the amount of variation in inventory
levels that is being held of each of the parts.
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Figure B-1 Press Line 1 Batch Production Data by Piece Count
Figure B-2 Press Line 1 Batch Production Data by Days of Inventory
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Figure B-3 Press Line 2 Batch Production Data by Piece Count
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Figure B-4 Press Line 2 Batch Production Data by Days of Inventory
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Figure B-14 Press Line 2 Total Inventory Maintained Daily
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Figure B-16 Press Line 4 Total Inventory Maintained Daily
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Figure B-17 Press Line 1 Inventory Maintained Daily By Job
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Figure B-20 Press Line 4 Inventory Maintained Daily By Job
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APPENDIX C: MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN QUESTIONAIRE
This appendix contains a copy of the Manufacturing System Design Questionnaire developed by
Professor David Cochran and Joachim Linck. The intent of the questionnaire is to support the use and
application of the Manufacturing System Design Decomposition (MSDD) process. The questionnaire is
used to assess a given manufacturing system against each Functional Requirement (FR) in the MSDD and
evaluate on compliance with the MSDD.
This questionnaire was used as a tool to assess the current manufacturing system at the Wayne stamping
plant. The results were then used in coordination with the Value Stream Mapping process and data
collection to identify core system problems and areas for improvement.
The following pages contain the questionnaire itself.
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Prof. Davi S. Cochmn
Asociate Professr of'
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Part 1: Manufacturing System Design QuAtionnaire
Plant InfornYOtin:
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Part I: Manufacturing System Design Quesdonnaire
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Part / Manufacuring System Design Questonnaire
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Part I: Manufacturing System Design Questionnaire
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Part Ih Manufaturing System Design Quesionnaire
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